Attention all new incoming students!! Information material

CONGRATULATIONS on becoming a student at Széchenyi István University!

From now on you too are a member of Széchenyi István University's uniquely diverse student campus! This site helps you to get well oriented with your administrative tasks!

Campus map is available here!

Presentations of the orientation sessions September 2020:

EXCHANGE STUDENTS

Presentation of Administrative information for EXCHANGE (Erasmus) students (2020/21)

FULL DEGREE STUDENTS

Presentation of Administrative information for full-degree students (2020/21)

Hungarian language and culture course

Frequently Asked question about Hungary

Presentation of the Immigration Authority

Presentation of the Institute of Physical Education

Timetable of the Institute of Physical Education

P.E. & Sports Class Attendance Policy

How to apply for a STUDENT CARD (only for full-degree students)

How to apply for TAX number

How to apply for INSURANCE car / TAJ card (for scholarship holder students)

What is the ESN?

Users's guide for Hungary

Dormitory Internet Tutorial

List of the Hungarian banks

List of the Hungarian private Insurance Companies